
Product 
Specifications

Tech Available           
Live stream, Dual IR, 1080p and 4K, nighttime 
view, Wi-Fi connectivity 

Available Models                
1080p and 4K options:            
DCA01-SC (Side Camera)
DCA01-RC (Rear Camera)

DCA07-HSC (Hanging Side Camera)

Video Availability      

Live Stream, Event-based, 30-day backup

Input Voltage

5V 2amp

Operating Temperature 

-10° to +85° C

Installation Methods Available

Hardwire power and Wi-Fi connectivity to DCC07-12

Video 

Road Capture HD 1080p or 4K

Video Storage/Retrieval Method: 
Uploaded to server and up to 64GB SD card

DCA01-SC, DCA01-RC, and DCA01-HSC bring you 360° of vision for 
your fleet when connected with the FleetFlix AI+ and DCC07-12. These 
aux cameras are a great addition to the FleetFlix AI+ and DCC07-12 
that provide a sense of security for you and your assets. They connect 
via Wi-Fi and have 10-18 IR LEDs with night vision, allowing you to view 
around 10M at night. DCA01-SC, DCA01-RC, and DCA01-HSC are 
capable of 1080p video.

The cameras offer an IP66 rating which is waterproof and dust-proof. 
Feel confident while live-viewing your assets and your drivers that you 
have your property protected against false accident claims, driver 
safety, and cargo security. This future-proof solution is a great way to 
grow with your fleet needs. You can connect these aux cameras to the 
FleetFlix AI+ and DCC07-12 in just a few simple steps!

Product Description

• Exclusive DCA01-HSC (Hanging Side Camera) available for install.
• Scales up to add as many as 4 auxiliary cameras (over Wi-Fi – no 

cabling required). 
• New magnet mounts available- no drilling required.
• Adjustable event/trigger setting levels to get the videos you want, 

when you want them.
• Automatic server upload based on events prevents driver tampering 

of SD card. 
• Integrated into Geotab so any vehicle rule in Geotab can trigger a 

video event from the camera.

DCA01-SC, DCA01-RC, 
and DCA01-HSC
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KEY HARDWARE FEATURES


